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Annual fundraising banquet
Shining
Shining aa Light
Light on
on truth
truth and
and justice
justice

Thank you to all who made this event a success!
The JOSHUA Annual Fundraising Banquet
o

was a success thanks to all of our supporters
who attended, donated to JOSHUA in lieu of
attendance,

donated

items

to

the

silent

auction and purchased items from the silent
auction.

We are very grateful for each and

every one of you.
Pastor Walter Lanier of the Milwaukee
Inter-City

Congregations

Allied

for

Hope

(MICAH) joined us as our keynote speaker.
Walter focused on the important role each of
us plays in the success of JOSHUA and the
social justice work we do.

Each of our

supporters is vital to the success of JOSHUA.
We are so very grateful for each of you and
your generous support that keeps JOSHUA
moving forward Doin' Justice!
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Pastor Walter Lanier, Keynote Speaker

JOSHUA Leadership Award Recipients

Captain Kevin Warych
Green Bay Police Department
Community Leadership Award

Judy Winney
Former Board Member
Certificate of Appreciation

Marian Boyle, President of WISDOM, presented Leadership awards to Kevin Warych of the
Green Bay Police department and Judy Winney, long time supporter and former board
member of JOSHUA.
Captain Kevin was honored for his active role in JOSHUA with the Criminal Justice Reform
Task Force. Captain Kevin has been helping to coordinate the JOSHUA Prayer Circles as well
as other events within the Community. We appreciate Kevin's active community leadership.
Thank you Captain Kevin!
Judy Winney was honored outstanding years of service with JOSHUA and for her heartfelt
committment to fighting for social justice. Judy has been actively participating in JOSHUA for
over fifteen years and has given so much of her time and resources. We appreciate you Judy!
Thank you so much for continuing to support JOSHUA!
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JOSHUA PRAYER CIRCLES
RELIGIOUS LEADERS CAUCUS
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
REFORM TASK FORCE

WE PRAY FOR PEACE!
The JOHSUA Religious Leaders Caucus has
joined

forces

with

the

JOSHUA

Criminal

Justice Reform Task Force to meet at the site
of bloodshed in response to pray for the
victims, their families and the community in
response to gun violence.

We invite you to

join us as we pray for peace in the community.
The notices of these prayer circles are posted
to the JOSHUA Facebook pages as well as sent
through

email

blast

and

shared

through

JOSHUA supporters through email and word of
mouth.

Click here to view the CJRTF Year in Review Video!
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JOSHUA Environmental Justice Task Force
The Environmental Justice Task Force has been very busy this year coordinating
events related to social justice and the environment. Most recently the group
organized a rally in downtown Green Bay to draw attention to the oil pipelines
currently being built through northern Wisconsin. Both pipelines destroy lands that
First Nations retain the rights to hunt, fish, gather, and conduct ceremonies on. The
presence of these pipelines violates treaty rights, which Article Six of the United States
Constitution states are the “supreme law of the land.”
Beyond the destruction of sovereign land, these pipelines exacerbate the epidemic of
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women (MMIW). Since construction of Line 3
began, Enbridge workers on the project have been arrested on charges of sex
trafficking. This poses a danger to Indigenous women.

The JOSHUA EJTF brought attention to the pipeline issue in Green Bay and go
the attention of the Sierra Club for their efforts. If you are interested in
environmental issues and want to join the environmental justice task force
please contact joshua4justice@gmail.com.

The EJTF is participating in the school of School of Democracy training
through WISDOM on Wednesday, November 30th at 6pm via zoom. Contact
Maureen Perkins at joshua4justice@gmail.com to participate.
Click here to view the EJTF year in review.
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JOSHUA VISTA Volunteer Corner
THIS WEEK'S FEATURE
Historically, Thanksgiving has been portrayed as a
friendly unity dinner between the Native Americans and
pilgrims. We have since learned that is far from the
truth - which is the devastation of land, disease, and
exploitation of resources. You can be mindful of
Thanksgiving by learning whose land you live on and
supporting Indigenous practices.

Click here to learn how to celebrate Thanksgiving
while being culturally aware and respectful.
Click here for the Rethinking Thanksgiving Toolkit.

SEARCHING FOR
RECOVERY STORIES

MOVIE HIGHLIGHT

I am highlighting the
movie,
Straightforward:
The Truth About Addiction.
This story follows the lives
of 5 Wisconsinites and
their journeys. It is free on
the WisEye website.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE MOVIE.

Recovery Story

"If there is enough desire to want something different, change
will happen. Go to school, find your passion, get a career you
love… I started at a cafe, and I am now able to obtain a social
work position and do what I love! Also, give yourself credit for
the small steps.. Getting a job, paying off a bill, going for a walk.. I
think there are these expectations when someone gets clean to
change the world, but if you’re overlooking the small things
there will be frustration and a feeling of defeat. Also, enjoy the
journey.. gratitude lists and prayers helped me, but this may be
different for everyone. I think that is such an important piece –
no one will have the same recovery journey, but everyone is
capable of success.” Read more
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I would like to interview
individuals who have been
impacted by addiction and are
now in recovery or are
wanting to be in recovery.

Recovery/Mental
Health Mural
I am in the process of planning
a mural to be painted in Green
Bay this coming spring. I am
looking for volunteers who
have
been
impacted
by
addiction, recovery, and/or
mental health challenges to
help me!

A Contribution from our Partner RUTH
Responding with Understanding Truth and Hope
The Wisconsin criminal justice system is broken. And JOSHUA and RuTH are organizing to
shed light on this broken system.
The new Sentencing Project report again shows Wisconsin continuing as the state that
imprisons more Black people than any other state, and Milwaukee continues to be the
most segregated large city in America. Why? Are we satisfied with it? If not, how can we
correct it?
The causes are many and complicated by the institution of slavery when people were
valued only for their labor and wealth they brought to owners. Changes since the
Emancipation Proclamation, three Constitutional Amendments, and the 1960’s Civil Rights
Act are not enough.
Many past gains eroded because of the actions of political parties. Gerrymandering,
questioning validity of election results, lowering the numbers of voting days, sites and
boxes all are tactics chosen to favor a political party’s chance to get their preferred results.
This fear of losing power undermines confidence in our 250-year-old democracy. Public
officials, elected and appointed, on local, state and national levels, in schools and health
departments, are now personally attacked for just doing their jobs.
Making a person an enemy, rather than having a policy disagreement, increases the
potential for violence and raises fear as seen on January 6th. Perpetrators of violence with
disregard for human safety and for the US Constitution must be punished to assure this
will never be repeated.
A strong multi-party system, with a willingness of all to cooperate in issues critical to
democracy is absolutely necessary. National legislation assuring that voters choose
representatives rather than the reverse would be a step in the right direction, assuring
every vote counts and would mean those elected from any party could be less extreme in
their views and more willing to come to a consensus with others.
Gridlock would no longer be normal, and citizens could expect a government working for
the needs of all the people regardless of race, and assure the right to vote for all eligible
citizens. Voting represents power and power in the hands of one party intent on denying
that right to people who disagree with them will be disastrous for all of us.
This is a moral issue for people of faith.
Nancy Slattery,
Member of JOSHUA Board of Directors and RUTH President
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DONATE TO JOSHUA

#GIVINGTUESDAY

Don't Delay
Donate Today!
NOVEMBER 30, 2021

WWW.JOSHUA4JUSTICE.ORG

